STANDARDIZED ROMAN SINDHI ILLUSTRATED ALPHABET CHART
VERSION LA2009 UPDATED AT SUMMIT CONFERENCE IN AHMEDABAD ON 29 MARCH 2010

How to read this chart:
1. In each box there is one Sindhi sound explained. The Romanized Sindi script appears in Red, on top of the image. The Sindhi script symbol and Devanagari script for the same sound appear in black. For some sounds there are more than one script symbol in Arbi Sindi as you can see for 'a'. For some sounds there is no corresponding appropriate Devanagari script.
2. In general the image shows the object for which corresponding word in Romanized Sindi is shown in Red font, for example 'anbu' in first sound 'a'.
3. For certain unique Arbi Sindi consonants, signs Çë'ë or Òëë'ë were used as suffix to create matching Roman consonants.
4. Most Sindhi words end with a shorter or half vowel sounds. These short vowels are only three. These are 'ë', 'ë', and 'u'. When you hear spoken Sindhi words, you will be able to note these.
5. The English word for the object is given in BLUE CAPITALS fonts.
6. APOSTROPHE ' is used before it to make ' which denote Nasal Sound.

NOTES:
(1) ALL CONSONANTS AND VOWELS IN ROMAN SINDHI ARE SAVABLE AS AUDIO TAGGED DOC NAME.
(2) PRACTISING OF PRONUNCIATIONS WITH AUDIO CLIPS IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED.

FOLLOWING ARE VOWELS IN ROMAN SINDHI

Guideline on pronunciation of vowels as against English vowels are as under:
' Vowel 'ë' is used only as in 'but' and not as in 'but' or 'book'. ' Vowel 'ë' is used as in 'kin' and not as 'kee'. English word 'key' is spelt as 'kee'.
' Vowel 'a' is pronounced as in 'kanu' 'manu' English word 'but'. English 'but' is spelt as 'bat'. English 'but' is spelt as 'bat'; English 'back' is spelt as 'baik' and English 'bait' is spelt as 'bat'. English father is spelt as 'faad-aar'. ' Vowels a, i, and u appearing at end of a Sindi word are pronounced as semi (soft) vowels.